The available sources of information, the accounts of some of the develop ments in so-called 'thinking machines', the various descriptions of current fields of interest in cybernetics, are sadly lack ing in one aspect -none gives a conse cutive account of the developments in the past 25 to 30 years. In attempting to assess the current state of development of this science, one is confronted by the awesome spectacle of untold thousands of capable, well-trained, specialized re searchers, actively pursuing new knowl edge and techniques, with apparently limitless financial resources. The result has been a 'scientific explosion' which has had and .will continue to have a tremendous impact on society at many levels.
One feature of this 'explosion' deserves comment -there is an apparent high rate of success in any research being done. Growth of the science has at all times been rapid, and there has been no account written of any investigator being frustrated in his efforts for any length of time. It seems as if everyone involved in the field of research has some sort of Midas' touch. The computing devices of earlier years (until approximately thirty years ago) attracted very little attention. Mastery of the inner working of each was a minor challenge. The principles seemed to be obvious, e.g. in the abacus, cash register and card filing systems.
At some point, and it is difficult to determine where, a fresh approach to the development of these machines appear ed. According to De Latil the time of initial interest in the radical changes leading to the current science of cyber netics occurred just before the war, and the advances were primarily concerned with war machinery. Progress at that time was poorly documented, though some references, e.g. by Norbert Wiener, did appear. According to F. H. George the major 'breakthrough' occurred when McCulloch and Pitts recognized that a form of electrical circuitry could be devised which displayed special features, describable in terms of logic and func tioning automatically. A detailed des cription of these principles cannot be presented here -the concepts of finite automats, and gates, or gates, flip-flop switches, etc. are part of a massive new vocabulary.
It would appear that the first feature which attracted attention in the new mechanisms being devised was the con cept of 'feed-back'.
This principle of 'feed-back' is present in primitive form in some equipmente.g. Wiener described a ship-steering de vice which responded to undesired change of course to return the ship to the desired course. The new machines present quite another picture -com munication of 'feed-back' type of infor mation is handled by electrical circuit,
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From these early dramatic changes have occurred. a number of develop ments, the results of investigations from the field of physics, engineering, mathe matics, electronics, industrial manage ment, biological sciences, psychologythe list could exhaust all the organized branches of science -bringing new concepts and principles to be incorpor ated into the machines.
As hardware items, the machines have been changed dramatically since the first primitive computing devices appeared. Microcircuitry, the use of magnetic tape to record information, and the technique of connecting mobile portions of ma chines in series with other units have led to the appearance of machinery such as has never been seen before -equipment which responds to information from re mote sources, flawlessly managing highly complex assignments.
The social changes which result from this new science are far reaching. Some of the benefits are obvious, such as in creased productivity and decreased hu man mortality and morbidity in highrisk occupations now handled by auto mated equipment. The drawbacks are of major concern -such as displacement of occupational groups, or decreasing job availability for unskilled personnel. In brief description of the present possibili ties, Theobald has commented that if all the available automated systems were put to their full use today, only 2% of the population now employed would need to remain employed. Other authors have registered alarmed disagreement with this statement as exaggeration.
As a brief closing comment, the reader is invited to think about one other area of interest in the field of cybernetics, and that is the cyberneticians' descrip tions of their use of psychological ter minology. The validity of their use of psychological concepts such as condi tioning, habituation, game theory, think ing, incorporation of algorithmic versus heuristic principles, is open to argument.
